Objects and Arrays
What is a Class?
• Java represents data as either primitive types (int, double, boolean, char) or userdefined types • A type is a set of values and operations that can be performed on those values • A class is a user-defined type in Java -Defines methods (i.e., operations) that can be performed on objects of that class What is an Object?
• An object is an instance of a class -instance: a case or occurrence
• Consider cars:
-There many 2000 Chevrolet Cavaliers -Each was made from a specification for the car -The specification is the class -Each of the cars is an object of that class Objects have Methods
• Can invoke methods on objects, e.g.:
-System.out.println("Hello, world!"); -println() is a method of the System.out object -System.out is an instance of the class PrintStream
• Printing is an operation performed on the System.out object • Or, printing is a service performed for us by the System.out object • So calling a method is like sending a message to the object, telling it to do something for us • Declaring a primitive reserves memory and gives it a name • Declaring a reference gives it a name but reserves no memory for an object • Creating an object reserves memory but gives it no name • So we have to declare and create objects Creating Objects [3]
• The usual way to declare and create objects is therefore to declare the reference and initialize it to an object. 
Strings
• Why haven't we ever written something like:
String firstName = new String();
• Java treats String literals as an implicit object creation, so Array Indexing • Also possible to initialize arrays to specified values: Array Sizes, Revisited
• What if, when you declare the array, you don't know how big it needs to be? • Solutions:
-Pick a size
• Must be big enough to hold anticipated data • Must not be too big and waste memory -Java is nice in that we can input from the user how big to make the array, and then declare it • Multidimensional arrays -The elements of an array can themselves be arrays, with arrays as their elements, with arrays as their elements, ad inifinitum -Two-dimensional arrays are common, the rest less so
• tables of data (LL 6.4) 
